
Titel: 
- suggest to enforce linebreak to avoid having just one word in second line, e.g. „Quality Control of Silicon Pixel Wafers // 

for the CMS Phase-1 Pixel Upgrade“

Abstract:
- „would perform better performance“ : needs rephrasing, e.g. „would perform better“
- „the same vendor as in the original construction fabricated”: does not read well, rephrase e.g. as “the same vendor as 

used during the construction of the original pixel detector fabricated“

Section 1:
- L5: „records particle events“: not sure what „particle events“ is. Simply say „records events“
- L12-13: rephrase e.g. as „which allows the identification of secondary vertices and the tagging of long-lived particles such 

as b quarks and thus to distinguish long-lived particles from the large backgrounds of light quark and gluon jets”
- L15: Rephrase e.g. as “The silicon tracker is the sub-detector installed closest to the beam pipe, with the innermost pixel 

layer located at a radius of about 3\,cm.”
- L21-22: “completed in early 2017 during an extended LHC shutdown“: first of all, this was an extended year-end technical 

stop, not a shutdown. Secondly, „completed“ refers to a point in time, so you cannot continue with „during“.
- L23: „two more forward disks“ is confusing. Suggestion: „and one additional forward disk per side“
- L24: „detectors in terms of their sensors” is sloppy  “detector in terms of the sensor design”
- L29: “the sensors are servicing“  „each sensor is servicing“
- L30: you say the sensors are n^+-in-n, but then here and later you talk about the n side and the p side. I find this 

confusing, I think this needs one sentence of explanation.
- L31-32: the numbers you quote in terms of pixels and area are for Fpix only. This must be clarified. 
- L33: say 1 x 10^34 to be clear  (otherwise it‘s rounded)
- L34-35: remove the PU sentense that is in brackets, not needed
- L38: remove the word „partly“
- L39-40: remove the sentence „the stability....“ 
- L41: remove PU number
- L44: put the abbreviation in bracket instead of „the foundry“, i.e. (SINTEF)
- L47: remove „more or less random“
- L48: twice „the“
- Caption of Fig. 2: the whole text does not read well. Rephrase e.g. as „Layout of the original and the upgraded pixel 

detectors (left), and picture showing the layers of the original and upgraded pixel barrel detector (right). “

Section 2:
- L54: the introduction of FNAL/Fermilab should come earlier
- L55: “Figure 3 shows“  „Figure 3 (left) shows“
- L56: avoid the linebreak between 2 x 8 and the unit
- L56: here comes the „p side“ suddenly into play, see my comment above
- L57: write the „x“ in „1x1“ like you do for „2x8“
- L58: refer to right side of Fig. 3, e.g. like this “structures (Fig. 3, right).“
- L64:  please get rid off the „Ammeters“ . I have never heared somebody using this. Say „Ampere meters“ or simply 

„current measuring device“ or „digital multimeter“ similar. 
- L65: „Wafers were inserted“  „Wafers were placed“
- L68ff: The sentence starting with „The layout...“ can be deleted, as you are not using this, so no point of explaining it.
- Figure 4: The explanation about how you contacted the sensor should go into the main text, not into the caption. The 

caption is for explaining what is shown. You should also rephrase and improve this text. In particular you have not 
mentioned a guard ring before, so you should introduce it. Also what exactly is meant here with „active area“?

- Figure 5: again, how you do the measurement should go into the main text. The text should be improved. The figures are 
not useful without further explanation. What are the roles of the fanout box and the „capacitance box“? What means „L 
cur“, „L pot“ etx.? There are thick and thin lines, and black, red and green lines. What does it mean? Are these figures 
needed at all? Would a consice explanation with words not be clearer?



Section 3:
- L89: „To replicate the foundry—contractual acceptance criteria”   “To replicate the contractual acceptance criteria”
- L89: not sure “determined” is the best word here (perhaps a question for Lenny)
- L91: “less than two times of the current”: I think “of” should be deleted
- Fig. 6: plural and add “left” and “right”, i.e. “CV curves for a sensor (left) and a diode (right) on wafer 009.”
- L102: “good---bad”  “good/bad”
- L104ff: you say that for sensors 8 on two wafers the second criterion is not met. Then you have another sentence about 

three other sensors, for which the same is true. So why do you not describe them altogether, when the problem is the 
same?

- L111/112: rephrase e.g. as “All sensors for which an inconsistency between the FNAL and the foundry test was observed 
are listed in Table 2.” Rephrase in a similar way the caption of Teble 2.

- Table 2 was perhaps suggested by me, but what I had in mind was rather that you list why the tests are not consistent, 
i.e. because of what criterion. The wafer number and sensor number is not very relevant for outside people.

- L114-115: “FNAL /foundry results showed” does not read well, please rephrase the sentence
- L116: where  were
- Figs. 7, 8, 9: Can you try to add a legend with a solid and a dashed line (in black) and some text like “Measurement at 

FNAL”? So that the plots are understandable without the caption. 
- Table 3: the sentence in brackets should be moved to the end of the caption, i.e. after the statement about the foundry. 

Section 4:
- L122ff: rephrase e.g. like this: “Both FNAL and the foundry continued the IV measurements beyond 150 V although this 

measurement was not part of the acceptance test. At the foundry, the voltage was raised until a current of 1µA was 
reached, and the respective voltage was noted. At FNAL measurements were instead performed with a current 
compliance of 50 µA. To directly compare with the foundry procedure the first values in the FNAL data where the current 
exceeded 1 µA were selected.”

- Fig. 10: “Our test is blue and the foundry test is red.“  „The blue (red) histograms show the data from FNAL (the 
foundry). The histograms are not stacked.“

Section 5:
- L136ff: change order, i.e. first the sentence „Out of 239...“, then the sentence about „only 10 sensors“. Because otherwise 

it‘s not clear 10 from how many. 
- L143: „good be used“  „goot to be used“

Rerences:
- Please write in [1], [2], [3] „CMS Collaboration“, i.e. Collaboration with a capital „C“
- L147: remove „S. Chatrchyan, et al.“
- L147: add comma after „LHC“
- L147: format as „JINST 3 (2008) S08004“
- L149: remove „G.L. Bayatian et al.,“
- L156: I think the canonical abbreviation is: „Nucl. Instrum. Meth.“
- L158: please add a hyphen in „CERN-LHCC-2011-006“ and change full-stop after this into comma
- L161: remove the full-stop after „detector“


